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if you do not know which of the above programs to use, please try each
one of them out before using the vis-file. also, try double-checking each

input and output file using the visit checkvis tool. this will help you to
discover if visit fails to import your data because of a format issue, or
perhaps because you inadvertently did not specify all input files. a job

is considered blocked if a reservation is in progress and
get(&queue_stat, 9) reports the status as rmd (preempted/reserved).

this occurs when a reservation is active but the node is currently
unavailable. the job will remain in the qmd (job queue manger deleted)
state until you try to release the reservation . your job will not run until
stampede2 returns to normal operation. depending on the status of the

job's reservation, the run queue can become very busy. once a job is
marked blocked or preempted, you will see up to three messages in the
ui. if you see the stampede2 message, it's just informational. if you see

the reqnodenotavailable message, it's because your job cannot
complete on the node. if you see the preempted message, it's because

another job has already preempted your application. if there is a
blocked message, you may need to release the reservation (get batch
and retrieve a new reservation id). you may also be able to proceed
with your job by entering an alternate node, which will release the

reservation. note that if you enter an alternate node that hasn't already
been reserved, the reservation is not released and the job will block

again until it's re-reserved. if you see the reqnodenotavailable
message, check the associated documents and try to determine why

your node is no longer available.
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external. the tacc/ncsa tacc mesh supports communicating with nodes
that do not share this mesh. some of these nodes may support the -m

option to ser_mesh_configure, but some may not. this option tells
tacc/ncsa tacc to contact an external node with some particular

networking characteristics. the -m option accepts the following options:
the stampede2 storage nodes are connected to a pair of 1gb/s xaui

copper links, and stampede2 also has a pair of 10gb/s xaui copper links
connecting the nodes to each other. these links can be used to

transport network traffic, but they can also be used to transport user-
space applications to/from the nodes, including serial applications.

using the xaui links is more flexible and practical than using xaui-to-
xaui copper ethernet links because xaui allows user-space applications
to be transmitted without the overhead of an operating system kernel.

all network traffic is encapsulated into high-level packets called tcx
packets, and the tcx software is a part of the stampede2 operating

system. in this release of tcx, kernel-level tcp/ip support is also
included. unlike standard ethernet, tcp/ip is handled by the tcx

software, which provides a much more robust, secure, and reliable
transport mechanism. the stampede2 storage nodes also feature intel
networking switch technology (intel net) v1.3, a network interface and
device driver for operating systems that implement the standard tacc

networking interface (tni). this is a new version of intel net that
supports top-of-rack to top-of-rack tcp/ip and 1gbe packet transport,

allowing the stampede2 nodes to be used as a top-of-rack switch with
ethernet. see the intel net product page for more details. 5ec8ef588b
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